
 
Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS v1.1 – List of Issues Addressed 

 

 BUG-000083463  Web AppBuilder - Query Widget with Hebrew values does not work for hosted service. 

 BUG-000083618  Truncated string. 

 BUG-000083647  Web AppBuilder fails to show basemap on print output when the map contains 
drawing/annotating from the draw widget. 

 BUG-000083712  With cached maps services as basemaps that use custom tiling schemes the 
measurement widget in the Web AppBuilder will show blank coordinates or NAN values when displaying 
coordinates. 

 BUG-000083725  Web AppBuilder Print Widget fails to print legend of grouped layer. 

 BUG-000083919  Web AppBuilder - Rectangle symbol fails to execute in Geoprocessing widget. 

 BUG-000083962  Queries fail in Web AppBuilder if fields are date type. 

 BUG-000084033  Pop-ups in Web AppBuilder are twice as wide as pop-ups in web map. 

 BUG-000084041  The coded value domain descriptions display the coded value in the Web AppBuilder for 
Portal 10.3 attribute table rather than the description. 

 BUG-000084067  Using a URL as the input to a geoprocessing service in the Geoprocessing widget within 
the Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS in Portal for ArcGIS 10.3 returns the error, "invalid URL". 

 BUG-000084137  Editing attributes after location search in the Web AppBuilder is impossible. 

 BUG-000084258  Web AppBuilder (developer version) query widget displays the coded values rather than 
the descriptions in the results pane. 

 BUG-000084319  The pop-up menus from the ArcGIS for Server services layers in Web AppBuilder for 
ArcGIS persist when either the layer or the service is unchecked from the table of contents. 

 BUG-000084351  Use the full itemURL instead of relative itemURL while creating new Web AppBuilder 
application in AGOL/Portal. 

 BUG-000084481  ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder 'Draw' and 'Measure' widgets return different 
measurements when utilizing an ArcGIS for server service in the New Zealand Transverse Mercator (2193) 
projection as a Web map basemap. 

 BUG-000084493  No feature attributes are visible or editable when creating or editing points using the 
edit widget on a Web AppBuilder application. 

 BUG-000084661  Web AppBuilder attribute table widget displays all records for a layer, regardless of filter 
applied to that layer within the web map. 

 BUG-000084756 Adding multiple widgets at the same time creates duplicate widgets in Web AppBuilder 
for ArcGIS Developer Edition 1.0. 

 BUG-000084771 The browser's developer tools report multiple errors at the time of creating or launching 
a Web AppBuilder application from Web AppBuilder - ArcGIS for Developers. 

 BUG-000084824  When the attribute table is resized in the Web AppBuilder, the map itself becomes 
selected when using Google Chrome. 

 BUG-000084983  Popups from map service layers continue to display in Web App Builder even after the 
layer is turned off. 

 BUG-000085258  Geoprocessing widget displaying all information even if some outputs are marked to not 
be visible.  

 BUG-000085808  Select Records in Current Page and Select Records in All Pages are no longer available in 
the Attribute Table widget in Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS. 
 

 ENH-000083183  Please add a time slider widget to Web AppBuilder 

 ENH-000084514  To be able to choose another delimiter / separator (; sign for instance) or to have 
another Export capacity to TXT file format with TAB delimiter. 


